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Question: 1
What is a function of the Content Detective tool?
A. It helps guarantee placement of emails into the inbox
B. It helps display content in a content box
C. It helps identify spam triggers in email content and subject lines
D. It helps track customer traffic generated by content areas within a email
Answer: C

Question: 2
Which combination of audiences can be selected in the recipient section for a specific Send?
A. Lists and Audiences
B. Contacts or Audiences
C. Lists or Data Extensions
D. Lists and Data Extensions
Answer: C

Question: 3
Which data model should be used to create a Group?
A. Active Audiences
B. Data Filters
C. Lists
D. Data Extensions
Answer: C
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Question: 4
Which feature can a marketer use to individualize content in an email? (Choose 3)
A. Specialized content
B. Audience Segmentation
C. Predictive content
D. Personalization string
E. Dynamic content
Answer: C, D, E

Question: 5
The marketing team at Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is working to make newsletter emails
more relevant to subscribers. The first step is to segment subscribers, so NTO is not sending a
“batch and blast” newsletter.
The second step is to personalize content based on the data that has been collected from
subscribers.
What are two ways NTO can continue to improve the relevance of its newsletter? (Choose two.)
A. Use a substitution string to populate a subscriber’s name in the subject line.
B. Use a substitution string to populate a photo of the subscriber in the header of the email.
C. Change the color of the email background to match their subscribers’ preferred color of
choice.
D. Create content tailored to subscribers’ interests and use dynamic rules to populate relevant
content.
Answer: A, D
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